300b Status Report – Seabrook Station

1. SEOC Report No.: [36x746]300b
3. Date & Time Posted: 2/25/20

4. Seabrook Station has declared a(n):
   a. ☐ Unusual Event
   b. ☐ Alert
   c. ☐ Site Area Emergency
   d. ☐ General Emergency

5. The Plant Status is:
   a. ☐ Online
   b. ☐ Shut Down

6. A radiological release due to this event:
   a. ☐ Has not occurred
   b. ☐ Has occurred and is continuing
   c. ☐ Has occurred but has been terminated

7. Present Meteorological Conditions:
   a. Wind Speed _______ mph
   b. Wind Direction (from) _______ degrees

9. The State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) is at:
   a. ☐ Steady State
   b. ☐ Partial Activation
   c. ☐ Full Activation

12. The Joint Information Center (JIC) is:
    a. ☐ Not Staffed
    b. ☐ Staffed

14. The Governor declared a State of Emergency:
    a. ☐ No
    b. ☐ Yes

16. Activate Reception Center(s):
    a. ☐ No
    b. ☐ Yes

19. The following Precautionary/Protective Actions are recommended:

   a. Seabrook
   b. Hampton Falls
   c. Kensington
   d. South Hampton
   e. Hampton
   f. North Hampton
   g. Brentwood
   h. East Kingston
   i. Exeter
   j. Newfields
   k. Newton
   l. Kingston
   m. Greenland
   n. Stratham
   o. Rye
   p. New Castle
   q. Portsmouth

20. Additional Precautionary/Protective Action Recommendations:
    a. ☐ None
    b. ☐ As Follows:
       1. ☐ Close STATE parks, recreational areas, and beaches in EPZ
       2. ☐ Recommend close LOCAL parks, recreation areas, and beaches in EPZ
       3. ☐ Establish 10-mile Marine Safety Zone around Seabrook Station
       4. ☐ Establish 10-mile, 10,000 ft. high No Fly Zone around Seabrook Station
       5. ☐ Restrict Railway Travel through EPZ
       6. ☐ Livestock Advisory throughout EPZ:
          a. ☐ Cover Feed and Water Sources
          b. ☐ Shelter Livestock as possible
       7. ☐ Drinking Water Advisory
       8. ☐ Other:
       9. ☐ Other:

21. Additional Information:
Box | Field | NH 300b Instructions
---|---|---
1 | SEOC Report Number | Chronological 3 digit number determined by SEOC Operations. i.e. 001. Each time a new report is generated, the next number is assigned to the report. This field is auto-populated on the WebEOC board.
2 | Prepared By | Name of the SEOC Operations person who is filling out the report. This field is auto-populated on WebEOC using the logged in staff’s name.
3 | Date & Time Posted | Date/time stamp when report is complete and posted. This should be the last box filled out.
4 | Seabrook Station has declared a(n): | From Utility - Emergency Classification Level - UE, Alert, SAE, GE; at time and EAL.
5 | The Plant Status | From Utility - Status of Plant Operations.
6 | Radiological Release Conditions | From Utility - has a release occurred or not.
7 | Present Meteorological Conditions | Current meteorological conditions from the EOF (wind speed and from direction).
8 | Extended Weather Forecast | Extended weather forecast from NWS.
9 | SEOC Status | Indicate current status of SEOC - steady state, enhanced monitoring, partial or full. Determined by SEOC Manager.
10 | EOF Status | Indicate Status of EOF - if it is staffed or not.
11 | IFO Status | Indicate Status of IFO - if it is staffed or not.
12 | JIC Status | Indicate Status of JIC - if it is staffed or not.
13 | SEOC Communications | Entities the SEOC has communicated with about the event.
14 | State of Emergency | Has the Governor of NH declared a State of Emergency - yes or no. If yes, what date.
15 | Activate the STSA | Activate and staff STSA - yes or no
16 | Change in Precautionary/Protective Action Recommendations | Check yes or no if there are recommended actions from the SEOC.
17 | Sirens & EAS | Time Sirens and EAS will be sent out. Determined by Decision Makers. Sirens occur three minutes prior to EAS message. Required every time there is an update to a protective action.
18 | Precautionary/Protective Action Recommendations | EPZ towns listed by ERPA
19 | a-q. List of Towns in EPZ by ERPA | a. None
20 | a. None | Checked if no additional actions recommended.
21 | a. None | b. As Follows: Check if other boxes below are checked for additional recommendations.
22 | a. None | 1. Close STATE parks, recreational areas, and beaches in EPZ State beaches and recreational facilities are closed and cleared.
23 | a. None | 2. Recommend close LOCAL parks, recreation areas, and beaches in EPZ Local recreational facilities are recommended to close and clear.
24 | a. None | 3. Establish 10-mile Marine Safety Zone around Seabrook Station Restrict marine vessels around the utility.
25 | a. None | 4. Establish 10-mile, 10,000 ft. high No-Fly Zone around Seabrook Station Restrict aviation around the utility.
26 | a. None | 5. Restrict Railway Travel through EPZ Rail service through EPZ is halted at point of origination. Coordinate with Maine and Massachusetts.
27 | a. None | 6. Livestock Advisory throughout EPZ: Checked if any below livestock advisories are recommended.
28 | a. None | a. Cover Feed and Water Sources Place dairy animals on stored feed and protected water.
29 | a. None | b. Shelter Livestock as possible Shelter all animals, including cows, swine, sheep and poultry.
30 | a. None | 7. Drinking Water Advisory Checked if water advisory is issued. Specific advisory information will be in Box 21.
31 | a. None | 8. Other: Other additional protective actions.
32 | a. None | 9. Other: Other additional protective actions.
33 | a. None | 21 Additional Information Information shown in dropdown will be populated into the report. This information is the initiating conditions that are depended on the EAL chosen in block 4. Free text field for any additional information or clarification.